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Introduction

As long standing observers of
best practice in financial advice,
the team at Zurich has been
witness to a shift from the gradual
adaption of the industry in years
past, to the current period of
intense evolutionary change.
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Forward
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What we
found

An enduring landscape of change

n

11 M

20 Sep

1 ul

M

1

2002

2007

2013

2017

2020

Financial Services
Reform Act introducing:

Retirement income
reform eliminates asset
test treatment for new
complying income
streams

Future of Financial
Advice (FOFA)
begins:

Reforms introduced
into Corporations
Act to raise
‘education,
training and
ethical standards’
of financial advisers

Phasing of upfront
comission
reduces from 80%
to 60%.

• ‘harmonised’ licensing
of financial services providers
• Single satutory product
disclosure
• Licensing of financial markets,
clearing ans settlement services

Outlier
insights
20 Sep

Best
practice

• Ban on conflicted
investment remuneration
• BID
• Two-year ‘op-in’
• Annual FDS

9 Oc

1

Compliance with
new code of Ethics

n

Dec

2004

2007–2009

2014

2018

2020

Retirement income
reform halves asset
test treatment for
new complying
income streams

Global Financial Crisis

ASIC releases review
of reatil life insurance
advice (REP413)

Life insurance
exemption on conflicted
remuneration removed

4,000 advisers depart
the industry in the past
12 months
(CoreData)

Two-year comission
claw-back begins
Upfront comission
cap of 80% commences

Cavalcade of change
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duction

What we
found

As an industry we’ve endured a series of change & you
would expect the relentless distractions would foster
survival state, but what provoked us to go deeper was
a collection of advice practitioners that were speaking
of growth & opportunity with gusto.
Was it possible financial advice practitioners could
thrive amidst seismic shifts and relentless change?

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Cavalcade of change
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Introduction

Evolution is the single greatest force of nature
– in order to gain strength, one has to push
limits. Successful people are the ones who
go above themselves and objectively manage
those things that shape change.

What we
found

To do exceptionally well you have to push
your limits.
Ray Dalio

Outlier
insights
Ray Dalio founded
Bridgewater Associates,
out of his two-bedroom
apartment in New York City.
Bridgewater has made more
money for its clients than any
other hedge fund in history.

Best
practice

Evolution

Dalio attributes ‘doing
exceptionally well’ in his
entrepreneurial journey to
pushing limits & evolving; the
lessons and resilience one
can only obtain experientially
from the trenches. Dalio
attributes ending up on the
right side of evolution to
operating principles, recipes
he applies to unlock the
opportunity that resides
within new frontiers.
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Introduction

To get a sense of where this
evolutionary process is heading,
we benchmarked our most
successful advice partners and
sought to connect the traits,
models and behaviours that have
seen these practices thrive in
challenging circumstances.

What we
found

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Evolution
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What we
found

Heading back into the
best practice archive.

In years past, advice practice
success was driven off the back
of industry-tested business models
and strategies that required time
and rigour.

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Lessons from yesterday
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Yesteryear big business
was good business
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Outlier
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Improved profitability was proportional
to scale and efficiency
gains.
$2m+

$2m+

36% 36%
34% 34%

72% 72%

Plan to acquire
Plan to acquirePlan to buy
Plan to buy OptimisedOptimised
and
another practice
a client base
and
another practice
a client base processesprocesses
office efficiency
office efficiency

Best
practice
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Source: Macquarie Benchmarking Reports

Lessons from yesterday
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What we
found

What got us here –
won't get us the same
results tomorrow.
Regulatory change and the removal of advice
subsidies has evolved how advice practices deliver
value. Acquisition and scale don't necessarily enhance
profitability.

Outlier
insights

Many of our advice partners are asking for guidance
on how to take fundamentals and shift to face an
environment where the consumers seem ever harder
to please and external industry forces have become
increasingly unpredictable.

Best
practice

Lessons from yesterday
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Introduction

What we
we
What
found
found

Outlier
insights

What we
found
Zurich found an increasing number of practitioners
wished to understand how the leading practices are
managing the relentless pace of change and reframing
their businesses accordingly.
So we asked them.

Best
practice

Outlier results
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Introduction

Who we spoke to

What we
we
What
found
found

What type of services do you offer?
100%

Life insurance
Super/retirement

90%

Investment

89%

SMSF administration
Estate planning

Outlier
insights

How long have you been
at your current practice?

Taxation/SME

12%

Sole planner
(with or without
support staff)

34%
41%
25%

48%

37%

Multi-business

36%

(i.e. with accountant,
mortgage broker etc.)

How many paraplanners
are in your practice?
59%

27%

32%

Best
practice

22%

29%
12%

13%

8%

7%
<5

Who we spoke to

5<10

3-5
years

5-10
years

39%

48%

18%

More
52%
than
10 years
18%

How many admin staff
are in your practice?

How many staff
are there in total?

Less than
3 years

10<15

15+

0

1

2

3 or more

0

1

2

4%
3 or more
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Introduction

The cost to serve is an escalating
challenge for many firms
In this environment we need
more staff and time to produce
high quality advice – which makes
it less accessible to the people
that need it most.

What we
we
What
found
found

	Australian consumers
overwhelmingly do not want
to pay a high price for advice,
with many wanting to pay no
more than $500 even for a
comprehensive financial plan,
according to Rice Warner.

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Cost to serve
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Introduction

What consumers are willing to pay, won't
cover the costs of producing advice
What we
found

Cost to provide insurance advice

1%

Outlier
insights

Cost to provide financial advice

2018

$2,500

2019

$2,800

2020

$3,240

65%

Can charge what
consumers expect
28%

Best
practice

0%

1%

$0

$1 to 500

7%

$500
to $1,000

$1,000
to $2,000

More than
$2,000

Sources: Zurich’s Risk Advice Disconnect white paper | Adviser Ratings

Cost to serve
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While the cost to produce advice may be well known, lesser
known are the cogs that contribute to the overall cost.
What we
we
What
found
found
Almos

80%

60%

Fi ms h ve 1 o mo e ull
ime dminis ion s
n ve ge s l
o

$58,200

Best
practice

unio FP
$0k

41%

34%

L bou cos s
% o evenue

Ove he ds s
% o evenue

$200k

s o less

19%

SOA
u n ound
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20%

$65k – $130K
$100k
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10 d

22%

$75k – $300k

Incen ive s uc u e’s included bonus, dividends,
equi nd/o sh es in he business

Cost to serve

+30 wo king
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Ave ge Pe o m nce
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o mo e e ch week

$75,000
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Outlier
insights

o

$300k

$383.7k

$4.8k

evenue pe
FTE dvise

evenue pe
active client

Range:
$48,000 – $900,000

Range:
$700 – $6,000

39%
20-30 days

10-20 days
Source: VBP | Zurich
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A tale of two cities
There is a clear divide between the profit margins of advice
businesses. For every business doing well several are struggling.
What we
we
What
found
found
25

3 in 10

Outlier
insights

The average
profit (EBIT)
for financial
planning
firms is

businesses
showing less
than 20%

3 in 10

20
14

Best
practice

of business
achieving an
EBIT of +30%

11
7

23%
EBIT % per firm

23

<11%

11%-20%

21%-25%

26%-30%

31%-35%

>35%

INTE NAL USE ONLY

Source: VBP Adviser Report 2020

The bottom line
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Introduction

Under the weight of change
Outliers
What we
found

A small cohort of businesses, the outliers, were clearly
thriving under the weight of relentless change.

40%

Outlier
insights

Net PROFIT margin
Best
practice

The bottom line

+

200

New CLIENTS

45%
INCREASE
IN REVENUE over
the last three years…

< 2 of 3 >
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Introduction

Change may feel relentless but the
rate of change is never going to be
as slow as it is today.
What we
we
What
found
found

Key indicator:
40% net proft margins and a 45% increase in revenue over
the past three years are tell-tale signs that, under the weight
of change, the “high performers” are managing just fine, the
demand for advice and insurance remains.

Outlier
insights

It turns out leading practices aren’t just comfortable in
change, they are change junkies, entrepreneurs who
distinguish themselves by pioneering new frontiers
and leveraging the opportunity within change.

45%

Best
practice

The bottom line
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Introduction

What we
found

Outlier
insights

Outlier
Outlier
insights
insights

Best
practice
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Introduction

What we
found

Outlier
insights

As long standing observers
of best practice, we wanted
to generate EXACTLY what
it takes to ignite a thriving
enterprise in todays
shape-shifting era.

Best
practice
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Introduction

Adaptions

The outliers didn’t share similarities in business
infrastructure or orientation.

What we
found

These advice business were a diverse collection
of firms, unique in both their offering, size and
infrastructure. New entrants and specialist firms
were performing as well, in terms of growth and
new business demand as those businesses with
enviable tenure and sophisticated hardward.

Outlier
insights

It’s not the most intellectual
of the species that survive, nor
the strongest, but the ones most
adaptable to change.
Charles Darwin

As we enter a new shape shifting era, where
new & existing clients require more attention,
the focus has undeniably shifted from business
stability to agility and creativity.
Best
practice

Scale, tenure, and technology were not the
connective threads between outliers.

Mindset
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Introduction

The strongest
trait these
leaders share
is mindset.

What we
found

Outlier
Outlier
insights
insights

Rather than seeing change as a
sea of time absorbing challenges
– outliers perceived the fragmenting
landscape as a opportunity goldmine.

Outperformance

Struggle
Failure

Challenge

The evolution
of best
practice
Improving
Learning
Principles

Best
practice

Mindset
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Outlier DNA evolves from questioning
the accepted facts
What we
found

If I had an hour to solve a problem – and my
life depended on the solution I would spend
the first 55 minutes determining the proper
question to ask, for once I know the proper
question, I could solve the problem in less
than 5 minutes.”

Outlier
insights

Albert Einstein

A problem can not be solved by the same level
of consciousness that created it...
Outliers have resolved the cost to serve
conundrum by asking a new question.

Best
practice

New advice DNA
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Introduction

A new value set has emerged…
In the main firms aim to improve profitability by
enhancing efficiencies. The common question is…
What we
found

Outlier
Outlier
insights
insights

What can be done to reduce
time to serve?
Scale or efficiency gains in isolation rarely
enhance value for the advice beneficiary,
so naturally these types of business
improvement initiatives rarely justify charging
higher advice levies.
This may explain why the pursuit of
sophisticated systems, or acquisition were
NOT common observations in outlier firms. In
outlier firms efficiency was indeed a consideration,
but not a priority.

Best
practice

Outlier firms have a new value set for all business
decisions. They have evolved their offering and advice
delivery by dissecting a different question.

What does irresistible
advice entail?
Higher levels of new clients and greater advice
fee margins appear to be a consequence of
enhancing customer experience rather than
business efficiency.
Outliers morph their entire business around
the pursuit of providing irresistible advice. To
understand irresistible they study the hearts
and minds of the intended advice beneficiary and
once they intimately understand the world of that
end user, and the problems they face they then use that
information as the north star for all business decisions.
In essence enhancing customer experience is the priority and its
altered the focus and DNA of the advice these firms deliver.

New advice DNA
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Introduction

What we
found

Rather than a price war,
what if we could make
advice irresistible?

Outlier
insights

As an industry we’ve asked the public
what they would pay for advice as
it stands now – when perhaps we
should of asked. What advice are
people willing to pay anything for?
What would we need to do to make
advice irresistible?

Best
practice

New advice DNA
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Introduction

The drivers of outperformance
are now emotive
What we
found

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Outlier firms intentionally weave the emotional states that break
through our innate inaction and apathy into their customer journey.
Harvard Business Review explored the effects of connecting with
customers through cultivating various emotional states. According
to the research customers who were emotionally connected were
52% more valuable over the customer lifecycle when compared to
customers who were highly satisfied.
Out of thousands of possible emotional connectors the top 10
were identified and labelled High Impact Moitvators. The allure
of these emotional states produces more engaged and valuable
customers because the desire to achieve these positive emotional
states motivates customers to act. Why?…understand us humans
are innately programmed to act if the end result will bolster our
capacity to thrive or survive.
While highly satisfied customers may be pleased with a service
they may not necessarily be proactive, but emotionally connected
customers often are. This is why the High Impact Motivators have
the potential to upgrade highly satisfied apathetic customers into
proactive raving fans.

High-Impact Motivators
The High Impact Motivators are listed below. The opportunity
that presents itself to financial advisers is that 9 out of the top 10
emotional motivators are synonymous with money mastery.

Stand out
from the
crowd

Have
confidence
in the future

Enjoy a
sense of
well-being

Feel a sense
of freedom

Feel a sense
of thrill

Stand out
from the
crowd

Protect the
environment

Be the
person I
want to be

Feel secure

Succeed
in life

Source: Harvard business review

New advice DNA
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The discovery of new DNA

What we
found

Outlier
insights

We spoke to practitioners, their
customers and we observed the
operating rhythm of outlier firms.
The outlier businesses understand and
intentionally work the motivating factors
into their customer engagement models.
This new breed of advice was seen to
re-energize apathetic customers into
proactive wealth creating participants
who became addicted to achieving the
agreed outcomes.

Best
practice

New advice DNA
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The customer ecosystem

The best practice threads we observed was that the
outlier advice models morph around a niche and
leverage three of the high impact motivatiors.

What we
found
1
Connec

Feel a sense
of belonging

Customer
Cus
ome
Ecosystem
Ecos s em

Outlier
Administer
insights
3
T ns o m
Transform

Best
practice

New advice DNA

2
Solve

Feel a sense
of freedom

Be the person
I want to be

In outlier firms efficiencies don’t necessarily correlate
to improved performance. Rather its the strength of the
tribe connections, the depth of the problems solved
and the effectiveness of the transformation journey
that drives their performance, and ultimately determines
what outlier firms can change.
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Connect, solve, transform
– the principles of irresistible advice
What we
found

Connect

Connect

Outlier
insights

Solve

Transform

Connection is irresistible and achieved
by forging community, building a sense
of belonging, through your advice offer.

Itty bitty frustrations are a valuable
commodity if you can vaporise them!

We are all achievement addicts;
advice is often the generous act of
helping someone become who they
seek to become.

Who is your who?

What frustration could you flip for
your audience?

How might your wisdom address
progress hurdles?

Best
practice

New advice DNA
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Outlier insights:

What we
found

Outlier
insights

We are 100% fee for service. On our full advice
offer Millennial clients willingly pay $7,000$10,000 per year because we show them how
better money habits facilitates freedom.
We become their personal trainer and gamify the
experience. They get addicted to achieving.”

01

Emotive, the anti dote
for penny pinchers

Those firms that have taken the time to intimately
understand their ideal audience, work to vaporise daily
grind frustrations and fortify life enhancing habits within
the advice journey are reaping the rewards in terms of
what they can charge for the advice.
We observed that those firms that offer this style of
emotive advice are struggling to service the demand for
their irresistible advice.

Best
practice
Adele Martin
Firefly Wealth

Outlier insights
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Introduction

Outlier insights:

What we
found

Let's jump before being
pushed, this way you
can face challenges with
reserves of strength.

02

Niche – a more predictive and stable
decision tree

In an environment of relentless change we observed that
those businesses that run a customer ecosystem model
can freestyle with greater confidence because their
customer is their north star.

Outlier
insights

The customer ecosystem
is fluid. As the relationship
evolves, outliers align with the
shifting needs of their clients.

When the focus of the firm is customer delight rather
than refining operational metrics, environmental shifts are
generally less disruptive. Outlier firms are moreAdvice
proactively
Offer
adaptive because their decision tree – customer delight –
helps them pioneer moves well before they have to.
Inform

Serve

1
Connec

Customer
Cus
ome
Ecosystem
Ecos s em

Administer
3
T ns o m
Transform

Best
practice

2
Solve

Cus ome

Craig Bigelow
True Pride

Outlier insights
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Introduction

What we
found

Best
practice
Evolving your playbook
Connect

Outlier
insights

Solve

Transform

The new recipe for engaging advice
It’s an exciting lucrative new playing field

Best
practice
practice

We have sought to provide you with practical
examples of what advice leaders do to connect,
solve and transform.

31

Introduction

What we
found

Connect

Feel a sense
of belonging.

Outlier
insights

Outliers seek an invite into their customer world by
curating a sense of belonging. They know their vibe is a
powerful client acquisition tool with innate pulling power.
They amplify the visual and visceral elements of their
vibe to attract their ideal tribe.

Best
practice

Connect
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In an abundant world connection
is still scarce and irresistible
What we
found
Irresistible is not achieved by offering cheaper,
quicker, more. Most don’t buy a Louis Vuitton
wallet for the quality of the leather, rather the
wallet is a signal of who we are and where we
fit in the world.

Outlier
insights

Humans innate motivator is the desire to belong
– so we use visual cues to signpost who we are
to our tribe.
We live in a world of infinite shelf space where
we can access anything at a click – customers
are empowered with abundant choice and will
unify around their perfect fit.

Best
practice

Connect
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Introduction

What we
found

Connection

Outlier
insights

=

Irresistible

=

I WANT IT…
because of who it
connects me to
& how it makes
me feel

Best
practice

Connect
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Introduction

What we
found

Connect applied
in the wild

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Connect
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Birds of a feather flock together
– Does you vibe signal belonging to your ideal tribe?
We make split second visual assessments about whether
someone is our person. You have a vibe!! Curate your vibe
intentionally to leverage the client acquisition opportunity
lurking within your uniqueness.

What we
found

Your vibe is both visual & visceral. Everything you do is an
identity signpost to potential customer you are bird of a
feather and belong together.

Ideal clients

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Ben ideal audience are tech millionaires. Beard, man
bun, missing suit, these are important identify cues to
the people he wants to work with.
Connect
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Introduction

What we
found

Its hard to ask for help from someone
who doesn’t look like you.”
Jess Brady
Financial Adviser, Fox & Hare

Outlier
insights

Click here

Best
practice

Listen to the full interview
with Jess Brady at Wish
you’d known podcast. A
podcast for Risk Specialists.

Jess Brady & Glen Hare
Financial Advisers, Fox & Hare

Connect
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Introduction

Case study: the power of connection

What we
found

At the beginning of 2020 Phil Thompson changed his
business from a full service advice practice Thompson
Financial Services to a Risk Specialist offer Skye.com.
au We sat down with Phil to understand what drove this
decision and the impacts of being very selective with his
services and clientele.

Outlier
insights

continues next page…

Best
practice

Connect
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Applied in the wild | Case Study – Skye insurance

Introduction

Case study: Questions

What we
found

Q. When you started considering your model
– what were your concerns?

Q. W
 hat were the specific reasons for new client
and efficiency improvements?

“Niching is scary, I have wanted to do it for a long time and have
avoided it because it means you need to say no to people.
To complicate matters you may be dealing with referral partners
who send you a broad range of clients that now don’t fit your new
niche. On top of those niching side effects, I also had a number
of existing clients that didn’t necessarily align with my new model.
I was worried I was self-sabotaging a great business with happy
customers that I’d invested years into building.

More new clients came my way because what I did was easier
for referral partners to articulate – I could get very clear on the
problem I could help them and their clients solve.

Q. What have been the flow on effects of specialisation?

Outlier
insights

“My business grew almost 250% during 2020 and getting
specific on what advice I was providing and for who, was a
significant contributor to that uplift.
Ironically, narrowing my scope generated a high level of ideal
new clients and efficiency.

There are also a whole bunch of process efficiencies and
enhancements that I could capture through doing a more narrow
range of services. When your offer is broad your often freestyling,
there’s a new process pathway for almost every ‘unique’ client
type. My team and I have found we can only optimise and
automate the things we repeat.
I also think that equation has flow on benefits for our customer
experience. The proposition of Skye is to simplify the insurance
chore for our clients, the clients who we aim to resonate with
is female millennials. We found because we delivered to our
proposition succinctly every time, inner circle referrals increased.
When we were dabbling in a broader range of services it
was much more difficult to ensure our processes upheld the
experience we wanted to deliver – it was just wasn’t sleek.

Best
practice

Connect
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Introduction

Case study: Questions (continued)
Q. Have you lost traction with certain referral sources given
you don’t provide a fuller range of planning services to
their clients?

What we
found

Losing referral partnerships was a fear for me but fortunately
the traction with my referral sources has increased.
In the past I was a ‘ financial adviser’ and I now realise my
networks actually didn’t really understand what the advice
process entailed. Even though we would go through it regularly,
in their mind it was too broad hard for them to articulate the
specific pain we resolved for their customers. Referral partners
wont promote opaque benefits to their treasured customers.

Outlier
insights

Getting narrow has increased clarity in my referral relationships.
My referral partners have sent me more clients because it’s cut
and dry where I can help – there is a very clear draw bridge to
my introduction.
New opportunities have opened up. So many of my financial
planning peers have sent their insurance to our firm because
we’re very well equipped to deliver a 5 star experience in
that space.

Best
practice

Connect

Q. H
 ow did you practically transition – what steps
did you take to action your plan?
I spent time with Jason Knight from Moved By Design. There was
a stack of rebranding work and the new visuals look a treat but
the unexpected value in working with Jason is that my confidence
as a business owner has drastically increased.
I’m deeply aware of why we align with our market and why our
services matter in their world.
I feel more in synch with my business, and the people I’m helping.
My personality is light-hearted and jovial and that’s reflected in
our model now. I started out in this profession as a young adviser
and went to a lot of effort to portray what I thought a good adviser
should be, older, wiser perhaps. I now realise a great adviser is
one that can help someone become who they wish to be. We
have our space where we are doing great things for a group that
sings our praises.
The flow on effect of being laser clear on who we are and who
we help, is a whole new level of innate confidence for me. I know
when we are spruiking what we offer we will do an exceptional job
and the person receiving the service will receive immense value
from the work we do together.
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Introduction

Case study: Branding old and new
Resources

Click here to hear the full
interview with Phil listen
into “wish you'd known’

What we
found

Click here
Old branding for Phil Thompson Financial Services

New branding and positioning

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Connect
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Introduction

What we
found

I spent many months tediously
teasing out an important question

Why would our advice
mean something to
somebody?”

Outlier
insights

Charlie Fraser
Winner – Adviser of the year

Best
practice

Connect
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Applied in the wild

Introduction
Connect

What we
found

Questions to build connection

Who is your who?

What are their needs,
wants and dreams?

Outlier
insights

Why does your advice
mean something to
somebody?

Google you…What does your
vibe say to your tribe?
Best
practice

Find the essential extremes that matter to you and your audience and
weave them together. Consider how you can amplify this vibe and ensure it is
consistent across every medium. Your vibe is both visceral and visual.
Connect homework
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Introduction

Additional Resources

Unleash the power of who...

What we
found

In this podcast Katherine Hayes – a blackbelt
insurance specialist – talks about the power of
knowing your who – particularly when it comes
to building productive referral partnerships.
Outlier
insights

Resources
Click here

Best
practice

Connect resources

Click here to hear the full
interview with Katherine listen
into “wish you'd known’
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Recommended exploring
for the connection curious

What we
found

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Click here

Connect resources
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Introduction

What we
found

Solve

Feel a sense
of freedom.

Outlier
insights

Outliers communicate the problem they can vaporise
for their niche, and leverage the commonly overlooked
commodity of friction flipping.

Best
practice

Solve

< 1 of 10 >
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Introduction

What we
found

What we’re seeing is when you
release people from even small bits
of potential remorse or anxiety is
this sense of freedom that leads to
empowerment and joy.

Outlier
insights

Seth Farbman
CMO Spotify

Best
practice

Solve

< 2 of 10 >
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Introduction
Solve

What we
found

Frustration is a highly
valuable commodity…
if you can solve it.
We want our annoyances vaporised.

Outlier
insights

What frustration
are they facing that
you could solve?

Frustration
finders
What could you
offer that makes life
simpler or better?

Communicate a specific problem
and succinct solution.

Best
practice

Solve

< 3 of 10 >
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Introduction

What we
found

Focus on a specific pain point
of your dream prospect if its too
vague it will roll off their back
like water.”
Sabri Suby
King Kong

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Solve
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Introduction

The science of solving

What we
found

3x

At least
more likely to
recommend you
Outlier
insights

3x more likely
to re-purchase

44%

said they rarely or
never shop around

33% said

they would need
a discount of
over 20% before
defecting

Harvard Busines Review reported that when you build that
sense of empowerment & joy through flipping friction, clients
are less likely to shop around & much less price sensitive.

Best
practice

Solve
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Introduction

What would better look
like – not for you but for
the customer?

What we
found

If you run everything through a
spreadsheet, you might end up
with a rational plan, a rational plan
isn’t what creates energy or magic
or memories.”

Outlier
insights

Seth Godin

Best
practice

Solve

< 6 of 10 >
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Introduction

What we
found

Solve

=

Using your expertise to
vaporise frustrations

=

A tangible &
irresistible commodity
any firm can emulate

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Solve
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Introduction

What we
found

Solve applied
in the wild

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Solve
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Case study
Outliers like Craig & Adele communicate a
specific problem and a succinct solution.

What we
found
Craig Bigelow
True Price

Adele Martin
Firefly Wealth

Specific problem

Specific problem

“I simplify a confusing and
overwhelming “chore” to
provide peace of mind.”

Outlier
insights

Succinct solution

Succinct solution
Succinct solution

Best
practice

Solve
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Craig Bigelow
True Price

What we
found

Internal anguish

Almost all companies try and
sell solutions to external problems,
but customers are much more
motivated to resolve their
inner frustrations.”

Outlier
insights

“I simplify a confusing and
overwhelming “chore” to
provide peace of mind.”
Inner relief

Donald Miller

Best
practice

Solve

< 10 of 10 >
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Applied in the wild

Introduction
Solve

Questions to provide inner relief

What we
found

What are your dream buyers
deepest fears?

Outlier
insights

Firms that eliminate the
frustrations or their audience
are reaping the reward in terms
of what they can charge.

What do they worry about
but don’t tell anyone?

What solution could you offer
to resolve the burden?

Best
practice

Solve homework

56

Applied in the wild

Introduction

Recommended exploring
for the solving curious

What we
found

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Solve resources

57

Introduction

What we
found

Transform

Be the person
I want to be.

Outlier
insights

People always want to be taken somewhere!
An advice process that unlocks your who’s
desired transformation is truly irresistible.

Best
practice

Transform

< 1 of 9 >
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Introduction

Information v Transformation
Today information, knowledge and wisdom is freely accessible

What we
found

Every 2 days earthling produce as
much information as was produced
by all of mankind for the 20,000
years leading up to 2003.”
Outlier
insights

Eric Smidt
Google CEO

Transformation trumps information
because in our abundant world we we
can access expert wisdom at a click.
Free access to high-quality wisdom
has drastically shifted what people
value from an advice relationship.

Hey Siri read
me the Barefoot
Investor.”

Best
practice

Transform
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Introduction

We're dream machines, motivated
by our innate addiction to achieving

What we
found

1 in 2 Australians dream more
about their future now than they
did five years ago. Daydreaming
about what life will look like in
the future is a weekly activity for
many Australians. Almost 3 in
5 daydream about their future
throughout the week.

Outlier
insights

Best
practice
Source: FPA / McCrindle – 'Dare to Dream' Report

Transform
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Introduction

Transform

What we
found

Advice is the
generous act of
helping someone
become who they
seek to become.

Outlier
insights

For achievementaddicts, irresistible
advice is transformative;
applying your wisdom
to their specific
progress hurdles.
Transform
Build habits
before wealth

Best
practice

Transform

< 4 of 9 >
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Introduction

The transformation opportunity awaits
because clients are naturally sharing
their progress hurdles with you

What we
found

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Clients are raising
very personal issues with you...

40%

Spoke to you
about marital issues.

83%

During a planning session
your client became emotional
(crying, sobbing, fearful, angry).

36%

Spoke to you
about conflict issues
with children.

72%

You were told a secret by your
client, who also said that you are
the only person who knows this.

18%

Spoke to you
about addiction issues.

Source: XY Adviser

Transform

< 5 of 9 >
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Introduction
Those firms that have taken the time to intimately
understand their ideal audience and then work to
eliminate the frustrations that get in the way are reaping
the reward in terms of what they can charge for that
advice. It would appear price is only a consideration in
the absence of irresistible.

What we
found

We are 100% fee for service.
On our full advice offer
Millennial clients willingly pay
$7000-$10000 per year because
we show them how better money
habits facilitates freedom.
We become their personal trainer
and gamify the experience.
They get addicted to achieving.”

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Adele Martin
Firefly Wealth

Transform
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Introduction

What we
found

Transform applied
in the wild

Outlier
insights

Best
practice

Transform

< 7 of 9 >
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Environment is the silent hand that
shapes behaviour
What we
found

Adele has curated a Facebook
community, The Saving Squad.

Outlier
insights

This community gamifies saving,
provides real time support for clients
and offers a ‘safe zone’ where potentials
clients can evaluate Adele’s expertise
and advice proposition.
This is an example of how a
transformation advice model can be
leveraged into a customer ecosystem;
a pipeline of future ideal clients.

Best
practice

Transform

Adele Martin
Firefly Wealth

< 8 of 9 >
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

What we
found

Millennials don’t struggle to
imagine the future. Where they get
lost is connecting the dots.”
Jess Brady & Glen Hare
Financial Advisers, Fox & Hare

Outlier
insights

Planning outlines direction; transformation
empowers clients to make more value
aligned choices more often.

Best
practice

Transform

< 9 of 9 >
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Applied in the wild

Introduction
Transform

Questions to unleash
transformation

What we
found

Who does your audience
seek to become?

Identify the progress hurdles
your audience is likely to face and
consider what habit will trump the
progress hurdles.

Outlier
insights

Paint a vivid picture
of what life could
be like with your
irresistible advice.

Focus on building habits before
building wealth – how can your
customer journey entrench life
enriching habits

Best
practice

Transform homework
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Recommended exploring for
the transformation curious
What we
found
Financial Wellbeing: the Study and Application of How
Money Can Make Us Happy with Chris Budd (Ep 44)
Episode Description

Outlier
insights

Chris Budd, author of The Financial Wellbeing Book, host of the Financial
Wellbeing podcast and founder of The Initiative for Financial Wellbeing, joining
the show to chat about financial wellbeing which is the study and application
of how money can make us happy. Chris shares the personal journey of why
he wrote The Financial Wellbeing Book, and why he donated the proceeds to
a cancer centre; we chat about money and happiness; what they're building
at the Initiative for Financial Wellbeing and he shares a bit about the Financial
Wellbeing podcast.

Click here

Best
practice

Links and show notes at https://innovatingadvice.com/post/
episode44. Connect with Kate on LinkedIn.

Transform resources

https://open.spotify.com/
episode/7CKDkiyEpbKI7QZSdpMKLC
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Applied in the wild

Introduction

Recommended exploring for
the transformation curious
What we
found

Outlier
insights

Click here

Best
practice

https://www.financialwellbeing.co.uk/podcasts/

Transform resources
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Introduction

What we
found

Outlier
insights

Zurich Australia Limited
ABN 92 000 010 195, AFSLN 232510
118 Mount St, North Sydney NSW 2060
Client Enquiries 131 551
www.zurich.com.au
OnePath Life Limited (OnePath Life)
ABN 33 009 657 176, AFSL 238341
Client Enquiries 133 667
www.onepath.com.au
This information is of a general nature only and should not be taken as a recommendation of any particular product. It is
not personal advice and does not take into account any personal objectives, financial situation or needs, which should be
considered along with the appropriateness of the information provided and the Zurich Wealth Protection Product Disclosure
Statement (PDS) (available on www.zurich.com.au or by calling us on 1800 005 057) before making a decision.

Best
practice

The information is current as at 12 March, 2021. Zurich Australia Limited ABN 92 000 010 195 AFSLN 232510 is the issuer of
the product. This information is provided for the use of licensed Financial Advisers only. In no circumstance is it to be used by
a person for the purposes of making a decision about a financial product or class of products.
RJAS-016584-2021
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